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Impartial, independent advice and 
information, training and education. 
Assistive technology and home 
modifications. Assisting people to 
identify products that meet needs, 
linking them to suppliers.

endless possibilities for all

Visit and appointments:
Level 4, 4019, Westpoint, 17 Patrick St, Blacktown • 02 9912 5800

Display based in Blacktown, 

NSW, comprehensive website

Infoline: 1300 452 679 or help@at-aust.org • www.at-aust.org

Technology
Assistive

Australia

Skype video / Facetime call available by appointment
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Devices
that do
safety for
seniors
From new kitchen products to
a GPS-connected ‘smart’ shoe,
technology can assist the
elderly to live independently.

Home automation
and new products
can make a huge
difference to the
lives of the elderly.

An ordinary life for everyoneAdvertising Feature

The best care for the elderly incorporates a
balance between safety and independence.
Assistive technology can help many people
maintain that independence.

Robyn Chapman, CEO of Assistive
Technology Australia, says technologies
improve life for many people.

‘‘The highest priority for the family of an
elderly person with dementia, for example,
is to enable them to be safe and as self-
reliant as possible,’’ Chapman says.

‘‘Many devices are available to help keep
seniors safe and allow them to perform
regular activities in their homes.’’

Assistive Technology Australia is a not-
for-profit community-based organisation. It
does not sell products. It offers independent
and impartial advice about technologies to
assist the elderly and people with
disabilities.

‘‘With our direct link to leading
technology suppliers, our goal is to assist
people to make informed choices for their

specific needs, then link them to where they
can purchase,’’ Chapman says.

The Assistive Technology Australia
showroom in Blacktown includes an
automated apartment display where people
can see for themselves just what can be
integrated in a home.

Chapman says many seemingly simple
devices can make a huge difference to the
lives of the elderly and their families.

‘‘We cover the spectrum of technological
devices – from potato peelers to home
automation.’’

Home automation has the capacity
to revolutionise support to seniors,
Chapman says. ‘‘For example, a daughter
can open an app at work and see whether her

mum has left the electricity on. If she has,
the daughter can turn it off herself online.’’

Other useful home devices include mobile
phones that have been designed specifically
for the elderly.

‘‘These phones only send and receive
calls, which is all that many users wish to
do,’’ Chapman says. ‘‘To make a call, they
just press a family member’s photo [which
is] displayed on the phone.’’

Innovations in GPS can enable people
with dementia to have more autonomy: a
carer can be alerted if an emergency occurs.

‘‘GPS-connected watches and other small
devices can be discreetly kept on a person
with dementia, with their agreement,’’
Chapman says. ‘‘One such device even fits

safely inside the sole of their shoe.’’
GPS geo-fence technology creates a

virtual map of the area in which the user can
travel safely – for example, between their
home and the local shops. If the person
travels outside this geo-fence, their carer is
notified immediately.

Some devices are able to detect a fall.
‘‘This technology allows seniors to keep

their dignity and maintain the freedom they
might otherwise lose,’’ Chapman says.

At the same time, family or carers are able
to keep an eye on them. ‘‘Carers have lives
too and these devices allow them to continue
to live theirs with the peace of mind that
their elderly family member is safe and as
independent as possible,’’ Chapman says.


